Introduction {#s1}
============

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is one of the most common causes of inherited intellectual disability and the most common monogenetic cause of autism. It is estimated that the syndrome prevalence is 1 in 5,000--7,000 in males, while in females is 1 in 8,000--11,000. It is produced by the repeat expansion of the CGG trinucleotide in the promoter region of the human *FMR1* gene located on chromosome X which leads to hypermethylation and transcriptional silencing of the gen. Individuals with more than 200 CGG repetitions exhibit the full mutation and FXS (Hagerman et al., [@B48]; Nelson et al., [@B81]; Sherman and Hunter, [@B105]).

The Fragile Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) is a selective RNA-binding protein that regulates the transcription of 4% of the total proteins found in the mammalian brain (Ashley et al., [@B8]), where its primary function is to repress local protein translation of specific mRNAs at dendrites in an activity-dependent manner, down-regulating the synthesis of proteins involved in synaptic plasticity and function (Brown et al., [@B20]; Darnell and Klann, [@B32]; Sidorov et al., [@B106]; Suhl and Hoeffer, [@B111]; Bagni and Zukin, [@B9]). Recently, however, evidence supports additional roles for FMRP, positively regulating mRNA translations and modulating protein activity or molecules stability by direct interaction (Davis and Broadie, [@B35]; Bagni and Zukin, [@B9]). It is important to highlight that FMRP interacts with a broad range of coding mRNAs, regulating its translation in both murine and human brain (Ascano et al., [@B7]; Maurin et al., [@B69]) and in adult neuronal stem cells (Liu et al., [@B65]). Moreover, FMRP binds to the coding region of transcripts encoding both pre- and post-synaptic proteins (Darnell et al., [@B33]), hence playing a major role in learning, memory, adaptation and sensory perception. FXS individual's symptoms include learning disabilities, attention deficit and behavioral and social alterations such as hyperactivity, impaired social communication, hyperarousal and extreme sensitivity to sensory stimuli, among others. Some of all abnormal social behavior in FXS might be secondary to inappropriate filtering to daily life sensory stimulus and a consequent altered sensitivity across sensory modalities including olfaction (Hagerman et al., [@B49]; Miller et al., [@B72]; Christie et al., [@B25]; Rotschafer and Razak, [@B96]; Arnett et al., [@B6]; Juczewski et al., [@B56]; Goel et al., [@B47]), yet compared to cognitive and social functioning how sensory information is processed in FXS has been largely understudied.

To gain insights into the pathology, physiology and molecular processes of FXS, researchers have predominately used rodents and *Drosophila melanogaster* as experimental animal models. These models have been genetically manipulated to emulate the genotype of FXS, knocking out or down the *Fmr1* gene in mice and *Drosophila*. In both models, the olfactory system (OS) is the most conserved sensory system and critical for the species survival and reproduction, an ideal candidate to study sensory information processing issues found in the absence of FMRP. Moreover, the OS has several traits that make it a highly attractive system to study the neuromorphological and neurophysiological aspects of sensory perception in FXS: (1) in humans, FMRP expression has been confirmed in olfactory neuroblasts, harvested through a nasal biopsy of control individuals and its absence corroborated in patients with FXS (Abrams et al., [@B1]). Similarly, in rodents and flies FMRP is expressed in high levels in the adult and developing rodent OS (Zhang et al., [@B117]; Schenck et al., [@B100]; Christie et al., [@B25]; Akins et al., [@B2]; Sudhakaran et al., [@B110]); (2) the OS has an exquisitely organized neuronal circuitry with a layered anatomy where the input and output information can be easily identified (Farbman, [@B41]; Murthy, [@B77]); (3) experimental models exhibit stereotyped olfactory-mediated behaviors, making it an ideal model to pair physiology with behavior, and (4) together with the hippocampus, the OS is the only brain region that exhibits adult neurogenesis in rodents (Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, [@B66]; Gheusi et al., [@B46]), which allows to study the dynamics of neuronal proliferation, migration, maturation, synaptic integration and ultimately experience-mediated plasticity in the post-natal brain.

In this review article, we will discuss molecular, morphological and physiological aspects of olfactory information processing in *Drosophila* and rodents in the absence of FMRP.

Olfactory Discrimination in FXS Models {#s2}
======================================

Mice where the *Fmr1* gene has been knocked out (*Fmr1*-KO; The Dutch-Belgian Fragile X Consortium et al., [@B113]) exhibit some phenotypic features similar to humans with FXS such as hypersensitivity, hyperactivity, diminished attentive capacity and anxiety (Kooy et al., [@B59]). FMRP is widely expressed in the rodent brain in the somatodendritic domain of virtually all neurons. In the OSs it is expressed throughout the brain regions that process olfactory information, from the peripheral olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) in the Olfactory epithelium (OE), to all the neuronal types found in the olfactory bulb (OB) and olfactory cortex (OC, [Box 1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}; Hinds et al., [@B53]; Christie et al., [@B25]; Akins et al., [@B2]; Brackett et al., [@B19]). FMRP is also localized at pre-synaptic terminals, in discrete granules called Fragile X Granules (FXG). FXG are structures that comprise proteins, ribosomes and mRNA and can be found only in a subset of brain regions including the axons of OSNs and in the glomeruli neuropil in the OB, suggesting that FMRP could not only have a post-synaptic role regulating post-synaptic protein translation but also be involved in plastic pre-synaptic olfactory processes (Christie et al., [@B25]; Akins et al., [@B2]; Korsak et al., [@B60]) as have been shown in hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Deng et al., [@B36]; Myrick et al., [@B78]). The ubiquitous expression of FMRP in the OS suggests that it might play a role in odorant sensing and processing, as well as in higher order bulbar and cortical computations such as olfactory discrimination, learning and memory. Indeed, some groups have reported that *Fmr1*-KO mice exhibit olfactory dysfunctions, such as a decreased olfactory sensitivity, which refers to the ability of the animal to detect an odorant, when tested in a spontaneous cross-habitation task (Schilit Nitenson et al., [@B83]). In this task, an animal is presented with an odor consecutively for brief periods of time to induce habituation, which is reflected in a progressive reduction of the time the animal spends investigating the sample. After the habituation period a novel odor, or the same odor at a different concentration, is presented. Failure to increase the investigation time indicates cross-habituation or incapacity to discriminate between the two odorants (Cleland et al., [@B27]). *Fmr1*-KO, albeit they are able to discriminate odorants, increase the investigation time to a sample one log of concentration higher than WT controls (Schilit Nitenson et al., [@B83]), reflecting a decreased sensitivity for processing olfactory information. *Fmr1*-KO mice olfactory sensitivity has also been tested in a two-alternative olfactory discrimination forced choice task with contradictory results. In this task water deprived animals learn to poke with their nose one of two odor ports randomly delivering water as a reward. Under these circumstances, there is not any difference in olfactory sensitivity between *Fmr1*-KO and WT. The difference between these two studies could arise on the difference between the two behavioral paradigms chosen. The two-alternative forced choice, as opposed to the cross-habituation task, requires operant conditioning and the consolidation of a stimulus-reward association. This learning process engages top-down neuronal circuits such as cholinergic nuclei in the basal forebrain (Richardson and DeLong, [@B94]; Lin and Nicolelis, [@B64]) modifying how the bulbar neurons respond to a stimulus through context-dependent plasticity (Doucette and Restrepo, [@B39]), which may by itself regulated the perceptual threshold of an odor. Even though most *Fmr1*-KO mice displayed similar learning curves than control, during the shaping learning curves (where the animal learns the behavioral task itself) *Fmr1*-KO made more errors during the learning process with some *Fmr1*-KO not being able to reach criteria at all (Larson et al., [@B63]), emulating the intellectual deficits found in the majority of individuals with FXS (Hall et al., [@B50]). Thus, depending on the environmental conditions and decision-making requirements bottom up and top-down processes that regulate olfactory information computations could be altered in *Fmr1-KO*.

###### Olfactory System in Rodents and *Drosophila*

Odorant molecules enter the nose through inhaled air and interact with olfactory receptors of sensory neurons (OSN) located in the nasal olfactory epithelium. To process the diverse and vast number of odors found in the environment, a combinatorial approach is used by the olfactory system. From a \~1,000 olfactory receptors (OR) found in rodents, each OSN in the olfactory epithelium expresses only one of them (Buck and Axel, [@B21]). An odor can activate different types of OR and each of these OR gets activated by different odorants exhibiting different tuning properties (Araneda et al., [@B5]). This property of the OR will produce a distributed pattern of activation of OSNs for each odor mixture. Interestingly, olfactory neurons expressing the same receptor project to only one or two glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (OB; Mombaerts et al., [@B73]), creating a two-dimensional distributed map of odor information across the glomerular layer (Mori et al., [@B75]). Mitral cells (MC) in the OB receive the upcoming information by extending their apical dendrite to only one glomerulus maintaining this map downstream and projecting their axon to pyramidal cells (Pyr) in the olfactory cortex (OC). Olfactory information is therefore coded in the OB by changes in MC activity that creates a spatio-temporal code, information that is later integrated and ultimately decoded by the cortex ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In flies, similarly, OSNs from the antenna and maxillary palp also express a single OR and project to a single glomerulus in the antennal lobe (AL) where they synapse onto the projection neurons (PN). PN also extend their dendrite to only one glomerulus, analogous to the rodent OB and MCs. PN, then send their axons to the Kenyon cells (KCs) in the mushroom body (MB), the learning and memory center of the fly and to the lateral horn (LH) in the protocerebrum (Su et al., [@B1080]; Semaniuk, [@B104]; [Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, in both species, inhibitory neurons strictly regulate olfactory processing. In mice, periglomerular neurons (PG) in the glomerulus regulate the influx of information into the brain, while granule cells (GCs) regulate the efflux of information to the OC by making inhibitory synaptic contacts onto the dendrites of MCs. In *Drosophila*, GABAergic local neurons inhibit the pre-synaptic activity at the axon terminals of OSNs and excitatory cholinergic neurons mediate interglomerular excitation.

Impaired olfactory performance has also been observed in the fly model of FXS (*dfmr1*) where the absence of dFMRP (the human homolog of FMRP) resulted in reduced olfactory attraction and aversion. In the behavioral experiment, starved flies where presented with an attractive (ethyl acetate) or aversive (benzaldehyde) odorant in an arena with two chambers. The number of flies in the odorized and non-odorized section of a behavioral arena was then counted. They found that *dfmr1*^−^ flies spent less time exploring the quadrant with the attractive odor and that they were less repelled with the aversive odor compared to controls. The same behavioral phenotype was observed when dFMRP was selectively downregulated in the antennal lobe (AL) projection neurons (Franco et al., [@B43]), suggesting that the behavioral alteration could originate in a somehow dysregulated olfactory projection neuron (PN, [Box 1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}) activity. Flies *dfmr1*^3^ heterozygous also show defects in the olfactory associative learning test (OAT) or negatively reinforced paradigm, where an odor (CS) is delivered to a chamber in parallel with foot shocks and later the number of flies that prefer a chamber with the CS are counted (Kanellopoulos et al., [@B57]). These results suggest that FMRP expression is required to adequately process olfactory information and generate context-dependent memories. The role that FMRP plays in olfactory sensing (or sensory processing in general) is not yet understood, but some evidence started to shed light on its function regulating structural plasticity and neuronal excitability.

Anatomical Alterations in the Olfactory Systems of FXS Models {#s3}
=============================================================

In agreement with a role that FMRP plays regulating neuronal branching (Morales et al., [@B74]; Galvez et al., [@B44]), anatomical defects have been found in the olfactory system of FXS models. For instance, mitral cells (MCs) from *Fmr1*-KO exhibit altered architecture when compared to WT controls. As described in [Box 1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}, MCs usually project only one dendrite to a unique glomerulus (GL; Malun and Brunjes, [@B68]) transmitting information in parallel columns downstream the OB and into the olfactory cortex (OC). *Fmr1*-KO OB, however, has on average two apical dendrites per MC (Galvez et al., [@B44]). Whether the apical dendrites project to one or multiple GL in the *Fmr1*-KO has not been explored yet, but it can be hypothesized that this aberrant morphology would distort olfactory processing. If MCs project to multiple GL, a single MC will be activated by different types of OSNs expressing different Olfactory receptors (ORs), forcing the system to an early integration of information that would otherwise had occurred in the OC. On the other hand, in the case that both apical dendrites project to a single GL, the same glutamatergic release from the OSN will have an augmented effect in the MC and produce an artificially elevated perception of the stimulus as has been described in mice auditory and somatosensory cortex (Arnett et al., [@B6]) and in humans with FXS (Miller et al., [@B72]; Christie et al., [@B25]).

Structural deficits have also been found in the olfactory learning and memory center of the *dfmr1*^−^ flies. Specifically, Kenyon cells (KCs) in the mushroom body (MB) exhibit defects in axonal outputs and dendritic arborization (Pan et al., [@B88], [@B87]; Doll and Broadie, [@B37]), while PN neurons show reduced neuronal branching, enlargement of the synaptic boutons and reduced connectivity with the post-synaptic KC (Doll et al., [@B38]). Structural abnormalities have also been observed in GABAergic neurons in flies lacking FMRP, displaying morphological alteration during development with early underdevelopment and later overcompensation (Gatto et al., [@B45]).

One of the most relevant histological features in neurons of individuals with FXS is the increased abundance of immature and elongated dendritic spines (Altman and Das, [@B3]; Comery et al., [@B30]; He and Portera-Cailliau, [@B51]). Inadequate size and morphology of spines are linked to altered neuronal connectivity, synaptic function and synaptic plasticity (Sala and Segal, [@B98]) suggesting an underlying role of spine abnormality in some of the symptoms observed in FXS. The classic methodological approximation used to measure spine density and morphology had been performed mostly in the postnatal brain of whole *Fmr1*-KO models, where the effect of FMRP absence in single neurons cannot be dissected from the potential large-scale synaptic effect of knocking down this protein in the whole system (He and Portera-Cailliau, [@B51]). To solve this problem, the rodent olfactory system exhibits a unique feature, only shared with the hippocampus: the ability of inhibitory neurons---granule cells (GCs) and periglomerular cells (PGs) to proliferate in the postnatal brain. Adult neurogenesis is a widespread process occurring in several organisms from insects to rodents, but it is very limited in *Drosophila* (von Trotha et al., [@B115]; Simões and Rhiner, [@B108]) subscribing scarcely only to the optical lobes (Fernández-Hernández et al., [@B42]). Rodent adult-born neurons originate from progenitor cells located in the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the brain, from where they migrate for about 2 mm to the OB and become functionally integrated within the OB network in a process that takes between 21 and 30 days (Altman and Das, [@B3]; Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, [@B66], [@B67]). This spatial segregation allows for genetic manipulations to be performed exclusively in the neuronal progenitors and to study the effects of those manipulations at later time points in the OB after the neurons have migrated. Adult-generated GC, in which the *Fmr1* gene was knocked-down by injecting RNA-interference in SVZ, had denser and longer dendritic spines compared to control when evaluated 21 days post injection (d.p.i; Scotto-Lomassese et al., [@B103]), once the neurons have already reached the OB (Petreanu and Alvarez-Buylla, [@B92]). Healthy adult-generated GCs when are functionally integrated into the OB neuronal network (Bardy et al., [@B10]) form glutamatergic synapses with the lateral dendrites of the MCs (Belluzzi et al., [@B13]). Interestingly, knockdown *Fmr1* GC had more mature glutamatergic synaptic sites and accordingly received more glutamatergic inputs than control GCs (Scotto-Lomassese et al., [@B103]), which recapitulates the hyperexcitability phenotype found in other brain regions in FXS (Contractor et al., [@B31]; Ethridge et al., [@B40]). Interestingly, at 28 d.p.i, when new born GCs are fully mature, the number of dendritic spines in GC lacking FMRP was no different to control GCs (Scotto-Lomassese et al., [@B103]), suggesting that neurons without FMRP exhibited an accelerated rate of spinogenesis, that could homeostatically counterbalanced during development in an attempt to re-establish similar rates of connectivity in the FXS network. Taking together this evidence suggests that the absence of FMRP could interfere with normal neuronal architecture and synaptogenesis leading to olfactory dysfunctions in FXS.

Structural Plasticity Alterations in the Olfactory System of FXS Models {#s4}
=======================================================================

It has been suggested that changes in the number or morphology of dendritic spines and dendritic arborizations, contributes in the regulation of the physiological changes of synaptic transmission underlying learning and memory (Lamprecht and LeDoux, [@B62]; Caroni et al., [@B22]). This process, known as structural plasticity, also occurs in healthy adult-born GCs in response to changes in the environment and olfactory input, but fail to occur in knockdown *Fmr1* GCs. For instance, in response to reduced sensory input a decrease in the complexity of the dendritic arborization is observed in WT GCs (Saghatelyan et al., [@B97]), process that does not occur in GCs lacking FMRP after animals were deprived of olfactory stimuli occluding one nostril unilaterally (Scotto-Lomassese et al., [@B103]). In addition, perceptual learning, the improved ability of the sensory system to discriminate stimuli based on experience, also induces profound morphological changes in rodent adult-born neurons. WT mice cannot naturally discriminate between the two perceptually similar odorants limonene+ (Lim+) and limonene− (Lim−), but when WT mice are pre-exposed to the odors for 10 days, they acquire the ability to discriminate between them. *Fmr1*-KO, however, cannot learn to discriminate between Lim+ and Lim−. This learning process in WT was accompanied with increase in the length and complexity of the dendritic branching and spine density in adult-born neurons, changes that were not observed in new neurons lacking FMRP (Daroles et al., [@B34]). In *Drosophila*, dFMRP has also been shown to play an important role in activity-dependent synaptic remodeling of the olfactory system, during the critical period. During this time, AL projection neurons (specifically AL-mPN2) of WT flies normally reduce their neuronal branch length after a passive exposure to pyrrolidine (Doll et al., [@B38]). Pyrrolidine is a natural aversive odorant to flies (Schlief and Wilson, [@B101]) that promotes structural plastic changes in AL-mPN2 neurons, which have a strong and highly specific response to it (Silbering et al., [@B107]). In the mutant *dfmr1*^−^ fly, the branch length is already diminished in basal conditions and the pyrrolidine-induced structural change reduction is not observed (Doll et al., [@B38]). Taken together, these results suggest that FMRP plays an important role in synapse formation and that the deficits in activity-dependent structural plasticity observed in GCs could mediate in part the cognitive defects found in the experimental FXS models.

At the neurophysiological level, long-term potentiation (LTP), a long-term change in synaptic strength involving morphological changes in dendritic spines (Nicoll, [@B82]) was studied *in vitro* in mice brain slices of the piriform cortex. The piriform cortex is a paleocortical three-layer structure that exhibits excitatory association fibers in layer 1b and is thought to play a major role in the formation of olfactory memories and olfactory discrimination (Bekkers and Suzuki, [@B12]). LTP induction by theta burst stimulation (TBS) in cortical layer 1b showed that *Fmr1*-KO mice had a substantial reduction of the LTP compared to controls in animals older than 6 months old. In flies, studies have shown that dFMRP directly interacts with Staufen and AGO1, two proteins that play a key role during long term memory (LTM) formation (Bolduc et al., [@B17]). These findings give a hint on the plastic processes that could be altered in the FXS, specifically in a brain region in charge of integrating sensory information and crucial to generate olfactory memories.

Metabotropic Glutamate Receptor (mGluR) Theory and Olfaction {#s5}
============================================================

Recent studies have suggested that the *Fmr1*-KO mouse exhibit an imbalance between LTP and long-term depression (LTD; Contractor et al., [@B31]). LTD is another mechanism contributing to learning and memory and has been widely studied in FXS models giving rise to the "mGluR theory." In this theory, the absence of FMRP has been associated to an increment of non-regulated protein synthesis mediated by the post-synaptic metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR). Once activated, mGluR stimulates the rapid translation of specific preexisting mRNAs in the dendritic spines which are involved in the internalization of AMPA receptors and in the generation of mGluR-mediated LTD in the synapse. This type of LTD occurs and is enhanced in*Fmr1-*KO mice, suggesting that FMRP is required to inhibit the translation of mRNAs involved in LTD stabilization (Snyder et al., [@B109]; Bear et al., [@B11]). Importantly, odorant-gated behavior could be rescued just by inhibiting mGluR activation in the conditional *Fmr1-*KO mouse, since injection of MPEP (a mGluR type 1 antagonist), rescued the learning deficits of these animal in a cross-habitation task and the dendritic arbor structural plasticity in bulbar adult-born GCs (Daroles et al., [@B34]). Similarly, *dfmr1*^3^ heterozygous flies fed with MPEP eliminated the behavioral alterations these flies exhibited in the olfactory associative test, where an odor is paired with an electric shock and the flies are later tasted for their preference to the odor (Kanellopoulos et al., [@B57]). Consistent with the ability of FMRP to act as negative regulator of mRNA translation (Laggerbauer et al., [@B61]; Mazroui et al., [@B70]), feeding *dfmr1*^−^ flies with low concentrations of the protein synthesis inhibitors cycloheximide and puromycin ameliorated olfactory-LTM deficits (Bolduc et al., [@B17]). Thus, modifying and decreasing protein synthesis directly by activating mGluR or unspecifically by protein synthesis inhibitors, could rescue olfactory behavioral phenotypes in FXS models.

Inhibitory Circuit Dysfunction in the Olfactory System of FXS {#s6}
=============================================================

Sensory processing alterations in FXS are believed to occur by an unregulated inhibitory/excitatory synaptic balance that could promote the observed hyperexcited state of neuronal circuit and ultimately underpin the increase number of seizures and hypersensitivities found in FXS (Contractor et al., [@B31]; Davis and Broadie, [@B35]). For instance, in the *Fmr1*-KO mouse, an hyperexcitable phenotype has been described in the auditory cortex (Rotschafer and Razak, [@B96]), where neurons exhibit an elevated responsiveness to auditory stimuli, which could lead to altered auditory processing and also a lower threshold for audiogenic seizures (Yan et al., [@B116]). Furthermore, in the somatosensory cortex of *Fmr1*-KO mice cellular deficits to adapt to repetitive whisker stimulation could account for sensory perception deficits and, more specifically, the tactile defensiveness phenotype seen in the syndrome (He et al., [@B52]). Moreover, *Fmr1*-KO mice exhibit larger sensory maps in the barrel and visual cortex impairing learning in a whisker- or visual-dependent behavioral task (Arnett et al., [@B6]).

In addition to the described expression of FMRP in excitatory neurons, FMRP is also present in inhibitory neurons (Olmos-Serrano et al., [@B84]; Gatto et al., [@B45]) suggesting that hyperexcitation is mediated in part by a faulty inhibitory system (Cea-Del Rio and Huntsman, [@B23]; Huntsman and Kooy, [@B55]).

In the olfactory system of the fly, albeit the general GABAergic neuron number is normal in *dfmr1*^−^, the GABA-synthetizing enzyme GAD is strongly reduced in the MB compared to WT individuals. GABA receptors are also downregulated in *dfmr1*^−^ AL PN and there is a decrease synaptic connectivity between interneurons and PN, suggesting the dFMRP might be required for proper inhibitory synaptic control (Gatto et al., [@B45]).

Appropriate inhibitory lateral interactions among GL on the AL are critical for odor information processing, especially for odor mixtures ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, inset). In flies, lateral interactions narrows GL odor tuning (Olsen and Wilson, [@B85]) to enhance contrast and generate adequate olfactory representations downstream. The functional consequences of the faulty GABAergic system observed in *dfmr1*^−^ were studied measuring the changes in calcium dynamics using the fluorescent calcium sensor GCaMP3 in the GL. Indeed, when the fly glomeruli activity was measured in response to an odor, the response profile was broader in *dfmr1*^−^ flies, suggesting a decrease odor selectivity and contrast (Franco et al., [@B43]). In addition, GABAergic neurons from mutant flies innervating the MB have an augmented response to stimulation which was also observed by an increase in the fluorescence mediated by GCaMP3 (Gatto et al., [@B45]).

![Diagram of the mouse and *Drosophila* olfactory systems. Sensory neurons (OSN) in the nose or antennas (AN) and maxillary palp (MP) project to the superior centers of olfactory sensory processing, olfactory bulb (OB) and antennal lobe (AL) in mice **(A)** and *Drosophila* **(B)**, respectively. Mitral cells (MC) send their axons directly to the accessory olfactory nucleus (AON), olfactory tubercle (OT), pyriform cortex (PC) and lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC), while projection neurons (PN) project to the mushroom body (MB) and lateral horns (LH). Olfactory epithelium (OE); glomerulus layer (GL); periglomerular cell (PG); granule cell (GC); GABAergic neurons (GB); cholinergic neurons (CH); kenyon cells (KCs). Neurons that are synaptically connected are depicted in the same colors.](fnmol-12-00135-g0001){#F1}

This evidence indicates that alterations in the inhibitory circuit is abnormal in FXS, which could in part promotes an excitatory/inhibitory imbalance and explain the altered olfactory information processing and olfactory-guided behavior observed in *dfmr1*^−^ flies.

FMRP Interactors and Regulation of the FMRP Function in the Fly Olfactory System {#s7}
================================================================================

One of the best-characterized function of FMRP is its role acting as a selective RNA-binding protein regulating the translation of multiple proteins related to synaptic physiology (Ashley et al., [@B8]). Important efforts have been made to study the FMRP molecular function underpinning the sensory alterations found in FXS using the olfactory system of *Drosophila* as the experimental model.

Futsch is a *Drosophila* protein orthologous to the mammalian microtubule-associated protein 1B (MAP1B) that plays crucial roles in dendritic and axonal growth during embryogenesis (Hummel et al., [@B54]; Roos et al., [@B95]) and regulates the synaptic microtubule cytoskeleton organization at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ; Bodaleo and Gonzalez-Billault, [@B16]). It has been shown that dFMRP physically interacts with *futsch* mRNA, acting as a negative translational regulator of Futsch (Zhang et al., [@B117]). Of note, both*futsch* overexpression and *dfmr1-*null mutants show a synaptic overgrowth phenotype at NMJ characterized by an increased number of synaptic boutons and enhanced levels of neurotransmission. Interestingly, double mutants of *dfmr1-* and *futsch* restore the altered synaptic phenotype to wild-type levels at NMJ (Zhang et al., [@B117]). In the fly adult olfactory system, *futsch* mutants show a progressive neuronal degeneration, accompanied by deficits in learning and olfactory memory. These detrimental phenotypes are partially suppressed by a *dfmr1* deletion (Bettencourt da Cruz et al., [@B14]). It has been shown that dFMRP is highly expressed in the larval MB (Schenck et al., [@B100]) and in PN (Bettencourt da Cruz et al., [@B14]), making it coherent that its misregulation could lead to defects in the olfactory sensory system. It is important to highlight that the mRNA of the mammal orthologous of *futsch*, *MAP1B*, and for *CAMKII* have been widely reported to interact with FMRP in the mammal brain (Davis and Broadie, [@B35]; Bagni and Zukin, [@B9]), opening the possibility that the impairment of these dFMRP-mRNA interactions may be recapitulated in the olfactory system of FXS mammal models.

Another mRNA regulated by dFMRP is *shrub* (human Chmp4). Shrub is a core member, the endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT; Schmidt and Teis, [@B102]). Interestingly, dFMRP binds *shrub* mRNA to negatively regulate Shrub protein expression levels in whole brain lysates from newly eclosed animals during the disease state early-use critical period. Both dFMRP loss-of-function and Shrub overexpression increase PN innervation, PN synaptic endosomes and PN synaptic area (Vita and Broadie, [@B114]). Moreover, it has been suggested that Shrub controls neuronal morphogenesis in *Drosophila*, since Shrub-null animals display abnormal distribution of endosomal markers, and an altered axonal and dendritic branching pattern (Sweeney et al., [@B112]). These antecedents strongly suggest that membrane trafficking impairments at synapses could be a novel causative mechanism in the FXS disease (Vita and Broadie, [@B114]) which could negatively affect the structure and synaptic physiology in the olfactory network of FXS models.

In addition of acting as a translational regulator, FMRP functions themselves are regulated by its interaction with other proteins, post-translational modifications and alterative splicing (Pasciuto and Bagni, [@B90]; Bonaccorso et al., [@B18]). For instance, the *Drosophila* dNab2 protein (the ortholog of the human ZC3H14), is a polyadenosin RNA-binding protein that has been related to autosomal recessive intellectual disability (Pak et al., [@B86]). In the olfactory system of the fly, MB axons lacking dNab2 exhibit disrupted development, projecting aberrantly across the brain midline and show defective branching, which leads to short-term memory impairment (Kelly et al., [@B58]).

Interestingly, dNab2 interacts with dFMRP in cultured brain neurons and co-distribute in the different neuronal compartments. In the olfactory system, dNab2 and dFMRP are strongly expressed in the PN, where dNab2 can interact with and regulate CaMKII mRNA, a dFMRP target. Furthermore, flies carrying mutations in both *dNab2* and *dfmrp* genes show an impaired aversive-odor induced suppression of phototaxis indicating that the dNab2 and dFMRP interaction are required for olfactory memory (Bienkowski et al., [@B15]). Another protein that interacts with dFMRP is Ataxin-2 (Atx-2). Atx-2 is an RNA-binding protein related to neurodegeneration since mutations resulting in the expansion of a polyglutamine tract in the gene encoding ataxin-2 give rise to the neurodegenerative disorders spinocerebellar ataxia type 2 and Parkinson's disease (Satterfield and Pallanck, [@B99]). It has been shown that dFMRP and Atx-2 proteins physically associates and bind with the *CaMKII* mRNA. In this context, it has been suggested that dFMR1 is required for long-term olfactory habituation (LTH), a phenomenon dependent on Atx2-dependent potentiation of inhibitory transmission from LNs to PNs in the AL (Sudhakaran et al., [@B110]). Dff related protein-2 (Drep-2), another protein regulating FMRP function, was first described as an apoptosis regulator in fly (Park and Park, [@B89]). However, it was later determined that Drep-2 expression is highly enriched at post-synaptic densities of MB input synapses in flies, where it plays a role in normal olfactory short- and intermediate-term memory, by forming a protein complex with FMRP (Andlauer et al., [@B4]). Interestingly, Drep-2 ablation functionally compensates for the loss a FMRP, following a proposed mechanism where Drep-2 is required downstream of mGluR signaling to counteract the translational repression executed by FMRP (Andlauer et al., [@B4]), thereby recapitulating the rescued phenotype of mutants lacking FMRP induced by pharmacological inhibition of mGluRs (McBride et al., [@B71]).

Taking together this evidence suggests that the detrimental olfactory sensing observed in FXS models may be partially explained by the altered interaction between FMRP and RNA-binding proteins, such as dNab2 and Atx-2 and other interactors such as Drep-2.

Furthermore, other molecular modifications such as post-translational modifications and alternative splicing also regulate FMRP function in the olfactory system. Of note, FMRP is phosphorylated on a specific serine residue (human S500; murine S499; *Drosophila* S406), and such phosphorylation influences the translational state of FMRP-associated polysomes (Ceman et al., [@B24]; Coffee et al., [@B29]). It has been shown that in murine models FMRP regulates post-synaptic physiology in a mechanism where activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) induces a rapid FMRP dephosphorylation, mediated by PP2A (Nalavadi et al., [@B79]) promoting then a burst in translation FMRP-bound mRNAs including the one encoding for post-synaptic density-95 protein (PSD-95; Narayanan et al., [@B80]; Muddashetty et al., [@B76]). The ectopic expression of human FMRP into a *Drosophila* model for FXS fully rescues the molecular and cellular defects at NMJ, demonstrating functional conservation among species (Coffee et al., [@B28]). To analyze the effect of the FMRP phosphorylation state on neuronal physiology, human FMRP dephosphomimetic (S500A-*hFMR1)* and phosphomimic (*S500D-hFMR1)* transgenes were transformed into an FXS *Drosophila* model. Interestingly, only S500D-*hFMR1* restore normal synaptic architecture in *dfmr1* null neurons and successfully rescues learning performance back to wild-type levels in a Pavlovian olfactory learning assay, while the dephosphomimetic transgene is unable to rescue learning deficits observed in the FXS model. These results demonstrate that the phosphorylation at S500 residue within human FMRP is necessary for proper olfactive sensory learning (Coffee et al., [@B29]).

Finally, the FMR1 gene undergoes extensive alternative splicing, and several FMR1 mRNA and FMRP isoforms have been observed in both human and mouse brain tissue. The distribution and abundance of these isoforms may be associated to differential expression and functional properties of FMRP (Pretto et al., [@B93]). It has been suggested that the FMRP pre-mRNA can be alternatively spliced into as many as 20 different mature transcript isoforms (Brackett et al., [@B19]). The expression of 12 isoforms was analyzed in different mice brain regions (isoforms 1--6 containing exon 12, and isoforms 7--12 lacking exon 12). Of note, levels of isoforms 1--6 are the highest in the hippocampus and OB. Considering that exon 12 encodes for an extended loop in the RNA-binding KH2 domain of the FRMP protein, the presence of this protein motif in the isoforms preferentially expressed in the OB may define some specific subset of RNA molecules bound to FMRP in the region involved in olfactory perception in mice (Brackett et al., [@B19]) and explain the wide array of anatomical alterations and odor-mediated behavioral deficits found in FXS models. The FMRP interactors studied in the fly olfactory system are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Up to date, no molecular FMRP interactors have been described in the olfactory system of rodents, however, a list of proteins and mRNA targets in other rodent brain regions have been reviewed in Davis and Broadie ([@B35]); Suhl and Hoeffer ([@B111]); Bagni and Zukin ([@B9]) and nicely depicted in Pasciuto and Bagni ([@B90],[@B91]).

###### 

Summary of dFMRP proteins and mRNAs interactors on the fly olfactory system.

  Interactor partner                     Interactor function                              Relevance in olfactory function                    Reference
  -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  **Protein**                                                                                                                                
  dNab2                                  RNA-binding protein                              Long-term olfactoy habitutation                    Bienkowski et al. ([@B15])
  Ataxin-2                               RNA-binding protein                              Learning and olfactory memory                      Sudhakaran et al. ([@B110])
  Dff related protein-2 (Derp-2)         Synaptic regulator                               Olfactory short- and intermediate-term memory      Andlauer et al. ([@B4])
  **mRNA**                                                                                                                                   
  *Futsch (*mammal ortholog: *MAP1B)*    Synaptic regulator/microtubule binding protein   Learning and olfactory memory                      Zhang et al. ([@B117])
  *Shrub (*mammal ortholog: *Chmp4)*     Endosomal sorting                                Regulation of PN innervation on central brain MB   Vita and Broadie ([@B114])
  *CaMKII* (mammal ortholog: *CaMKII*)   Synaptic regulator                               Olfactory memory                                   Sudhakaran et al. ([@B110]) and Bienkowski et al. ([@B15])

Concluding Remarks {#s8}
==================

The *Fmr1*-KO mouse and the *dfmr1-* fly are the most widely used model organisms in the field of FXS. Both rely on olfactory information to survive, reproduce and make context-adequate decisions. Hence, in the last years the olfactory circuitry had emerged as a very interesting experimental model to study the neurobiological basis of behavioral and neuronal alterations in FXS.

FXS individuals exhibit an hyperexcitable phenotype and a high network synchronization that translate into hyperresponsiveness to stimuli (Contractor et al., [@B31]). Experimental models have revealed that the putative causes for this neuronal hyperexcitation are very diverse and occur at the molecular, synaptic and circuit level. It involves the excitatory and inhibitory systems producing an alteration in synaptic excitatory/inhibitory balance that ultimately translates in cognitive and behavioral impairments. In the olfactory system, the neuronal hyperexcitation is reflected in part into neurons that are broader tuned and are less selective to odors diminishing the discrimination capacity in *dfmr-* flies. Moreover, the inhibitory system in the OB and AL is greatly disturbed in mice and flies not expressing FMRP. Any or all these findings could explain the olfactory deficits and decrease learning capacity observed in FXS.

Another key symptom that appears to be greatly disturbed in mice and flies lacking FMRP is a diminished capacity for activity-dependent structural plasticity. In the olfactory system, GCs lacking FMRP that were born in the adult brain do not regulate their dendritic branch length and number of dendritic spines accordingly with the environmental condition. The proliferation and proper integration of new-born GCs greatly enhance the plastic capacity of the olfactory systems increasing the inhibitory inputs of targeted MCs selectively playing a fundamental role in olfactory discrimination and learning. GCs in the *Fmr1*-KO mouse exhibit an unregulated increase in dendritic spines and synaptic contact reaching the same number WT mice at early time points during development. These suggest that the critical period could be reduced in FXS and that the accelerated synaptic contact formation could generate aberrant neuronal communication. Structural plasticity and the generation and loss of synaptic contacts underpin the learning ability of the brain and the rigidity observed in mice and flies without FMRP could also be central in their diminished sensory discrimination capacity.

This evidence suggests that inappropriate filtering of information is impaired in FXS, which could translate in aberrant decision-making and behavior and that disruption in the FMRP molecular interactions would explain, at least partially, the synaptic phenotype observed in the FXS models. More evidence, however, needs to be gathered *in vivo*, in freely moving animals that are actively behaving and learning to truly uncover how information processing computations are altered in FXS and advance the field to find potential therapeutic solutions.
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